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Abstract.21

Background: In clinical trials that recruited patients with early Parkinson’s disease (PD), 4–15% of the participants with
a clinical diagnosis of PD hadnormal dopamine transporter single photon emission computed tomography (DAT SPECT)
scans, also called“scans without evidence of dopaminergic deficit” (SWEDD).
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Objective: To investigate in patients with a clinical diagnosis of PD, if specific clinical features are useful to distinguish
patients with nigrostriatal degeneration from those that have no nigrostriatal degeneration.

25
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Methods: We performed a diagnostic test accuracy study. Patients that participated in the Levodopa in Early Parkinson’s
disease trial, a clinical trial in patients with early PD, were asked to participate if they had not undergone DAT SPECT
imaging earlier. The index tests were specific clinical features that were videotaped. A panel of six neurologists in training
(NT), six general neurologists (GN), and six movement disorders experts (MDE) received a batch of ten videos consisting of
all SWEDD subjects and a random sample of patients with abnormal DAT SPECT scans. The raters analyzed the videos for
presence of specific signs and if they suspected the patient to have SWEDD. The reference test was visually assessed DAT
SPECT imaging.
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Results: Of a total of 87 participants, three subjects were SWEDDs (3.4%). The overall intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) of the Parkinsonian signs was poor to moderate with ICCs ranging from 0.14 to 0.67.NT correctly identified 50.0% of
the SWEDD subjects, GN 33.3%, and MDE 66.7%.
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Conclusion: Our study suggests that the selected videotaped clinical features cannot reliably distinguish patients with a
clinical diagnosis of PD and an abnormal DAT SPECT from patients with clinical PD and a SWEDD.
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Keywords: DAT SPECT, diagnostic accuracy, clinical features, Parkinson’s disease, SWEDD, neurodegeneration, inter-rater
agreement
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INTRODUCTION34

Despite the significant advances in (nuclear)35

imaging and genetics to support the diagnosis of36

Parkinson’s disease (PD) in recent years, the diagno-37

sis of PD remains mainly a clinical one. Bradykinesia38

is the cardinal symptom, which must be accom-39

panied by tremor and/or rigidity [1–3]. In order40

to make the diagnosis, supportive signs are often41

present and exclusionary signs absent. An accurate42

diagnosis can be challenging in early stages, par-43

ticularly when the clinical features are subtle [4,44

5]. Using dopamine transporter single photon emis-45

sion computed tomography (DAT SPECT) imaging,46

patients can be classified into two distinct groups;47

patients with nigrostriatal dysfunction, which can be48

degenerative (e.g., PD, multiple system atrophy, pro-49

gressive supranuclear paralysis, dementia with Lewy50

bodies), and patients without nigrostriatal dysfunc-51

tion. Among patients with clinically diagnosed PD52

whom are enrolled in trials or imaging studies for53

PD, 4–15% have been found to have normal DAT54

scans, also referred to as “scans without evidence55

of dopaminergic deficit” (SWEDD) [6, 7]. SWEDD56

cases do not develop abnormal DAT SPECT scans57

on long-term follow up [8]. In contrast, in early58

stages of PD, and even in preclinical stages, stri-59

atal DAT binding is significantly reduced [9–11].60

Previous studies however suggest that a significant61

proportion of SWEDD cases may be related to an62

incorrect visual interpretation of DAT SPECT scans,63

rather than or in addition to an erroneous clinical64

diagnosis [12].65

Reliable identification of diagnoses is paramount66

to individual patient care. As an adjunct, for clinical67

trials in early PD it is critical to ensure that the appro-68

priate patients are included. The Levodopa in EArly69

Parkinson’s disease (LEAP) clinical trial provided a70

unique opportunity to investigate if patients clinically71

diagnosed with early PD and nigrostriatal dysfunc-72

tion can reliably be differentiated from SWEDD 73

subjects. Using a video assessment and raters with 74

various levels of expertise [13], we explored the 75

usefulness of selected clinical features to identify 76

SWEDD subjects. 77

METHODS 78

This study was a diagnostic test accuracy study. 79

The index tests were specific clinical features that 80

were videotaped. The reference test was visually 81

assessed DAT SPECT imaging. This study was 82

ancillary to a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, 83

placebo-controlled trial with a delayed-start design, 84

the LEAP trial [13]. Patients for the LEAP trial were 85

recruited by general neurologists from 50 commu- 86

nity hospitals and by movement disorders specialists 87

in seven academic hospitals in the Netherlands. The 88

LEAP clinical trial and this ancillary study were 89

approved by the ethics committee at the Amsterdam 90

University Medical Centers in the Netherlands. The 91

studies were conducted in accordance with the prin- 92

ciples of the Declaration of Helsinki. 93

Patients 94

Patients were eligible for the LEAP clinical trial if 95

they had received a clinical diagnosis of PD within the 96

previous two years from a neurologist who based the 97

diagnosis on standard clinical criteria [14, 15], if they 98

had insufficient disability to warrant treatment with 99

anti parkinson medication, if they were 30 years of 100

age or older, and if they had a life expectancy of more 101

than two years. Patients who had been treated previ- 102

ously with anti parkinson medication were excluded. 103

All LEAP participants were able to participate in 104

this ancillary study unless they used medication or 105

substances interfering with DAT SPECT imaging that 106

could not be discontinued, in case of pregnancy, or if 107

the patient underwent prior DAT SPECT imaging. 108
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Fig. 1. DAT SPECT imaging. Normal (A) and abnormal (B) [123I]FP-CIT SPECT imaging of patients in the LEAP-cohort. Patient A is a
64-year-old male. Patient B is a 63-year-old female. DAT, dopamine transporter; SPECT; single-photon emission computed tomography;
LEAP, Levodopa in EArly Parkinson’s disease.

Study procedures109

After inclusion in the LEAP clinical trial, but prior110

to randomization, a physical examination focused on111

Parkinsonism was video recorded and DAT SPECT112

imaging performed. There was no fixed sequence of113

study procedures (acquisition of the DAT SPECT114

scan and video recording). The results of the imag-115

ing had no influence on the participation in the LEAP116

clinical trial.117

Physical examination118

We used the following parameters to be assessed by119

the video panel (see Supplementary File 1 for video120

protocol): bradykinesia defined as a decreased ampli-121

tude and/or progressive deceleration of movement122

[17], re-emerging tremor in patients with a postu-123

ral or rest tremor, reduced arm swing while walking,124

asymmetric arm swing during walking that normal-125

izes during running, contra lateral mirror movements,126

reduced tremor in the most affected limb during finger127

tapping on the contra lateral side [18], and ten-step128

tandem gait test [19].129

DAT SPECT imaging130

DAT SPECT imaging was performed in seven131

hospitals (four tertiary referral hospitals and three132

community hospitals) in the Netherlands. Each parti-133

cipant was injected intravenously with approxi-134

mately 185 MBq123I-N-omega-fluoropropyl-2ß-car-135

bomethoxy-3ß-(4-iodophenyl)nortropane ([123I]FP-136

CIT or [123I]ioflupane) and images were acquired 3 137

hours later [16]. Patients were pretreated with potas- 138

sium iodide drops or tablets according to the standard 139

protocol of the hospital. Images were acquired on 2- 140

headed or brain-dedicated SPECT systems. Although 141

all centers had experience in DAT imaging for routine 142

clinical purposes, each participating center was asked 143

to optimize the acquisition of the images by consid- 144

ering the EANM guidelines regarding the acquisition 145

of DAT SPECT scans [20]. 146

Classification and outcome of DAT SPECT 147

The DAT SPECT scans were visually assessed 148

independently by two experts in neuroreceptor imag- 149

ing (JB, HV). The experts were blinded to the initial 150

assessment of the DAT SPECT and the clinical details 151

aside from gender and date of birth. The images were 152

analyzed in a familiar and consistent color scale on 153

a HERMES workstation. The DAT SPECT images 154

were classified as either “normal” or “abnormal”. 155

This determination was based on the extent and inten- 156

sity of the uptake of the radiotracer in the striatum. 157

“Normal” DAT SPECT imaging was characterized 158

by intense binding of the radiotracer in the putamen 159

and caudate nuclei bilaterally, mostly symmetrical 160

with almost equal intensity of the binding. Normal 161

striatal binding looks comma- or crescent-shaped on 162

transversal images (Fig. 1) [21]. The result of DAT 163

SPECT imaging was considered “abnormal” when a 164

decreased binding of the radiotracer was apparent in 165

any of the striatal areas, in most cases asymmetrically. 166

In the early phase reduced binding of the radiotracer 167
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is usually visible in the dorsal putamen and expands168

to the ventral putamen and caudate nucleus [21].169

Video assessment170

Since the accuracy of video assessments of the spe-171

cific symptoms may be dependent on experience [22],172

we formed a video panel of assessors with differ-173

ent levels of expertise. Six neurologists in training174

(NT), six general neurologists (GN), and six move-175

ment disorder experts (MDE) individually analyzed176

the videos (presence of signs tested during the com-177

prehensive neurological examination) while blinded178

for the DAT SPECT imaging results. An example of179

the case record form for the video assessment can be180

found in Supplementary File 2. All raters received181

the same set of ten videos, which consisted of three182

SWEDD subjects and a random selection of seven183

patients with abnormal DAT SPECT imaging that184

participated in this ancillary study.185

The random sample of seven videos was selected186

using the = RAND() formula in Microsoft Excel. This187

function generates a list with a random number per188

participant that can be sorted from low to high. The189

first seven subjects with the lowest numbers on the190

list were selected. The quality of the videos and neu-191

rological examinations were assessed (e.g., sufficient192

lighting, socks removed, whole body was filmed dur-193

ing execution of UPDRS items 18, 19, and 20, and194

all parts of the examination were performed correctly195

and long enough). If a video was considered to be of196

insufficient quality, the following video on the list was197

selected until there were seven videos of sufficient198

quality. The assessors were blinded for the number199

of SWEDD subjects, or the number of subjects with200

abnormal DAT SPECT imaging as well as any other201

clinical information.202

Statistical analysis203

Because of the unexpected low number of SWEDD204

subjects, the analysis of the data was mainly quali-205

tative with limited statistical analysis. The inter-rater206

reliability per item of the comprehensive neurological207

examination was determined by calculating the intra-208

class correlation coefficient. We selected the two-way209

mixed model and tested the absolute agreement. The210

single measure coefficient was used. Based on the211

95% confident interval (CI) of the ICC estimate, val-212

ues less than 0.50, between 0.50 and 0.75, between213

0.75 and 0.90, and greater than 0.90 are indicative214

of poor, moderate, good, and excellent reliability,215

respectively [23]. Analyses were performed with the 216

use of SPSS software, version 25. 217

RESULTS 218

Patients 219

From August 2011 through May 2016, 446 patients 220

were enrolled in the LEAP trial. The ancillary study 221

was initiated after 85 had already been included in the 222

LEAP trial and 271 participants declined participa- 223

tion or met exclusion criteria. One patient withdrew 224

consent prior to DAT SPECT imaging and two 225

patients were excluded due to technical issues with 226

the DAT SPECT images. This left a total of 87 par- 227

ticipants that underwent both DAT SPECT imaging 228

and a videotaped examination (Fig. 2). Eighty-four 229

patients had abnormal DAT SPECT imaging. Three 230

Fig. 2. Selection of LEAP patients evaluated to participate in the
ancillary study.
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Table 1
Baseline characteristics and demographics

Normal DAT SPECT imaging Abnormal DAT SPECT imaging
Subject1 Subject2 Subject3 PD subjects (n = 7)

Age – y (mean ± SD) 62 75 68 64.7 ± 5.7
Gender (M/F) Male Female Female 6/1
Symptom duration at imaging – (months, median, IQR) 19 12 4 12 (4–109)
Clinically most affected side (Left/Right/symmetrical) Right Symmetrical Right 4/1/2
First symptom (tremor/bradykinesia/pain/stiffness) T T/B/S B/P 5/2/1/2
Total UPDRS score (0–176, mean ± SD) 19 29 22 23.7 ± 10.4
Part I (mean ± SD) 3 2 2 2.6 ± 1.4
Part II (mean ± SD) 5 9 4 7 ± 4.2
Part III (mean ± SD) 7 16 16 13.1 ± 5.4
Part IV (mean ± SD) 2 2 0 1 ± 1.5
Beck Depression inventory-II (0–33, median, IQR) 11 15 5 7 (0–12)
Mini-Mental State Examination (0–30, median, IQR) 29 30 28 29 (29–30)

SWEDD Scan without evidence of dopaminergic deficit, PD Parkinson’s disease, UPDRS Unified Parkinson’s disease Rating Scale, IQR
inter quartile range, SD Standard deviation.

patients (3.4%) had normal DAT SPECT imaging,231

which remained normal on rescanning 80 weeks232

after baseline imaging. There were no discrepancies233

between the two experts in neuroreceptor imaging234

who assessed the images. The baseline characteristics235

and demographics are shown in Table 1.236

SWEDD identification237

One of the MDE did not fill out the ques-238

tion asking if he suspected the subjects to have a239

normal or abnormal DAT SPECT imaging due to240

misinterpretation of the question. Overall, SWEDD241

subjects were correctly identified in 41.2%. NT cor-242

rectly identified 50.0% (median, range 0–70%), GN243

33.3% (0–66.7%), and MDE 66.7% (0–100%) of244

the SWEDD subjects. The full dataset of the video245

assessments is provided in Supplementary File 3.246

Patients with abnormal DAT imaging247

Overall, the assessors identified 80.7% of the248

patients with abnormal DAT SPECT imaging cor-249

rectly. The NT identified 71.4% (median, range250

57.1–85.7%) of the patients with abnormal DAT251

SPECT imaging correctly compared to 85.7%252

(median, range 71.4–100%) of GN and 85.7%253

(median, range 71.4–85.7%) of MDE.254

In contrast, one patient (Subject 5) was overall cor-255

rectly identified in only 52.9% of the assessments.256

Interestingly, the raters that did not find an asymmet-257

rical arm swing while walking (88.9%), suspected the258

patient frequently (55.6%) of having a SWEDD, even259

in presence of bradykinesia.260

Intra class correlation coefficient 261

The overall intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 262

of the individual items was poor to moderate with 263

ICCs ranging from 0.14 to 0.67 (Table 2). Re- 264

emerging tremor (0.62, 95% confidence interval (CI) 265

0.40–0.88), arm swing while walking (0.52, 95% 266

CI 0.32–0.79), reduced tremor after immobilization 267

(0.54, 95% CI 0.33–0.82), and tandem gait test (0.67, 268

95% CI 0.44–0.91) were the only items with an over- 269

all ICC above 0.5. All other items had ICCs below 270

0.5. 271

DISCUSSION 272

This analysis showed that video-based assessments 273

of clinical features might be insufficient to accurately 274

distinguish individuals with SWEDD from patients 275

with abnormal DAT SPECT imaging. The inter-rater 276

agreement of interpreting clinical features in patients 277

with suspected PD is poor to moderate, independent 278

of the level of expertise. 279

Our panel for the video assessment was not 280

able to reliably differentiate SWEDD subjects from 281

patients with neurodegenerative parkinsonism based 282

on videos. However, two MDE were able to identify 283

all three SWEDD subjects correctly. One of these 284

MDE was even able to classify all patients correctly. 285

This rater scored the individual items of the exami- 286

nation similarly to the other raters, but had a different 287

conclusion if the patient had normal or abnormal 288

DAT SPECT imaging. This was the only patient in 289

which the same ratings led to a different conclusion. 290

These findings may suggest that a “custom weighted 291

compound score” of all findings is more reliable 292
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Table 2
Intra class correlation coefficient with confidence intervals

Neurologists in General Movement Overall
Training Neurologists Disorders Experts

Deceleration of pace 0.19 (0.00–0.55) 0.26 (0.06–0.61) 0.22 (0.04–0.58) 0.26 (0.11–0.56)
Acceleration of pace 0.21 (0.02–0.58) 0.08 (–0.05–0.41) 0.29 (0.07–0.66) 0.27 (0.09–0.59)
Reduced amplitude 0.43 (0.19–0.75) 0.16 (–0.02–0.52) 0.17 (–0.01–0.53) 0.37 (0.18–0.68)
Number of arrests –0.02 (–0.09–0.21) 0.19 (–0.00–0.57) 0.24 (0.05–0.67) 0.15 (0.04–0.51)
Tandem gait 0.72 (0.49–0.98) 0.48 (0.23–0.78) 0.40 (0.14–0.77) 0.67 (0.44–0.91)
Re-emerging phenomenon 0.44 (0.18–0.76) 0.71 (0.45–0.92) 0.54 (0.29–0.82) 0.62 (0.40–0.88)
Asymmetrical arm swing while walking 0.46 (0.22–0.77) 0.56 (0.30–0.83) 0.55 (0.30–0.82) 0.52 (0.32–0.79)
Normalization arm swing while running 0.13 (–0.04–0.48) 0.09 (–0.05–0.42) 0.05 (–0.05–0.33) 0.14 (0.04–0.41)
Contra lateral mirror movement 0.16 (0.00–0.50) 0.21 (0.02–0.57) 0.29 (0.07–0.66) 0.33 (0.15–0.67)
Reduced tremor 0.58 (0.32–0.84) 0.45 (0.21–0.76) 0.62 (0.35–0.87) 0.54 (0.33–0.82)
Micrography 0.24 (0.05–0.59) 0.30 (0.09–0.65) 0.25 (0.04–0.66) 0.36 (0.16–0.73)
Unstable writing pattern 0.21 (0.01–0.58) 0.43 (0.19–0.75) 0.41 (0.14–0.80) 0.45 (0.22–0.81)
DAT-deficiency 0.31 (0.08–0.66) 0.30 (0.08–0.65) 0.26 (0.03–0.63)* 0.31 (0.15–0.63)

*Intra class correlation coefficient with confidence intervals are based on five assessments instead of six.

rather than the individual features of the neurolog-293

ical examination. However, due to the small number294

of SWEDD subjects in this study it was not possible295

to determine whether individual items or a combina-296

tion thereof were critical in correctly identifying the297

subjects. Furthermore, we had expected that the accu-298

racy of SWEDD identification would increase with299

increasing level of expertise and experience, which300

was not the case.301

This study showed that the overall inter-rater agree-302

ment regarding the presence or absence of clinical303

features is poor to moderate. In contrast to Fearon et304

al. [22] we did not find that MDE had a higher inter-305

rater agreement compared to non-MDE (NT and GN).306

However, we did find that NT had the lowest inter-307

rater agreement in 7 (out 13 items) compared to 3 for308

GN and MDE.309

The items of the physical examination that were310

selected merit some discussion. Bradykinesia is one311

of the cardinal features of Parkinsonism so it has to be312

present in patients with any Parkinsonism. SWEDD313

subjects however may not have true bradykinesia314

[17, 24]. The re-emerging rest tremor is seen in315

the majority of patients with PD and is reported316

in other forms of neurodegenerative Parkinsonism.317

This phenomenon may be absent in SWEDD subjects318

[25]. Patients with PD nearly always (92%) have a319

reduced asymmetric arm swing during walking; this320

or a bilateral reduction of arm swing is recognized321

in about two-thirds of subjects with SWEDD [25].322

We also included normalization of the arm swing323

while running. There is no published literature on324

this phenomenon. However, we observed that many325

PD patients with an asymmetric arm swing during326

walking have a normal or markedly improved arm327

swing while running. We hypothesized that for run- 328

ning a change in motor program is initiated, therefore 329

in patients with psychogenic Parkinsonism the arm 330

swing could remain reduced. A reduced tremor in the 331

most affected limb during finger tapping on the contra 332

lateral side is found in patients without dopaminer- 333

gic degeneration [18]. Tandem gait performance was 334

included since patients with PD have a normal tan- 335

dem gait, therefore we expected this to be abnormal 336

in patients with a normal DAT SPECT scan [19]. The 337

included patients were patients without impairment 338

in daily life and therefore we hypothesized that pos- 339

sible patients with MSA or PSP would still have a 340

normal tandem gait. 341

One of the shortcomings of this study, as with any 342

video study, is that clinical features like rigidity can- 343

not be appreciated, and other items assessed clinically 344

can vary from individual to individual; e.g., sequen- 345

tial handwriting. Furthermore, most patients were 346

visited at home, which led to improvising to obtain the 347

best videos possible. For example, in some cases the 348

walking distance had to be reduced due to the living 349

situation of the patient. Moreover, the lighting varied 350

among the videos, which could have influenced the 351

assessments. 352

One could argue that erroneous visual assessment 353

of DAT SPECT imaging contributes to the SWEDD 354

percentage. However, previous studies have shown 355

that visual assessment of DAT SPECT imaging by 356

experts and even non-experts is highly reliable [26, 357

27]. Additionally, all three SWEDD cases were res- 358

canned approximately 80 weeks later, and also all 359

three follow-up scans were rated as being normal 360

by the two expert readers who analyzed the scans 361

independently. 362
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One of the strengths of this study is the fact that363

these were all patients who were referred to partici-364

pate in the LEAP-clinical trial. To our knowledge this365

is the first study in which the included SWEDDs were366

initially referred by a neurologist who had no clinical367

doubt and diagnosis was made on clinical grounds368

only. We agree the number of SWEDDs is low, how-369

ever these are the exact type of SWEDDs we wanted370

to evaluate.371

In conclusion, our findings suggest that it is very372

difficult to reliably identify SWEDD subjects from373

patients with PD based solely on a video assessment374

of a neurological examination focused on parkinson-375

ism [6]. Interestingly, the level of expertise of the376

video assessors did not appear to play a significant377

role in the inter-rater agreement as well as in the378

correct identification of the patients. As mentioned379

above the sample size was considerably smaller than380

anticipated, therefore we cannot draw firm conclu-381

sions. Until other reliable diagnostic and mechanistic382

biomarkers become available, DAT imaging should383

be used to confirm appropriate patient selection in384

clinical trials on disease-modifying drugs.385
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